
Extracts from a microfilm AWM361 (ORMF0070) from the Australian War Memorial Research section - subject 
daily records German commerce raider Orion (AKA Raider A or Ship 36)  1940 - 41 (as yet I am not sure where 
the microfilm ends). Copies can not be made on the AWM MF reader so I took photos of the screen hence 
reflections etc. 
Orion rounded Cape Horn ~late May or early June 1940 with orders to lay all her 228 mines at the entrance to 
Auckland harbour and she mined the entrance to the Hauraki Gulf on 13th June. On the 19th Orion captured the  
Norwegian Tropic Sea and the steamer Niagara was sunk by one of her mines off  Whangarei that day. On the 16th 
August she sunk the French steamer Notou carrying coal Newcastle to Noumea. On 20th August Orion sunk the 
steamer Turakina  on track Sydney -Wellington - radio signals were sent from Turakina and there was an unequal 
gun battle killing 33 of  the her crew of 53.   With the danger increasing that a Navy ship could loom on her 
horizon the Orion departed for regions south of Tasmania and points west. The general plan was to look for 
Capetown to Australia - NZ  shipping  in the Great Australian Bight (Bay of Australia below).

So the night of  2nd 3rd September 1940 finds Orion off Albany cooking up this risky plan to lay dummy mines 
(some of which were booby trapped)  for reasons given below.  

We do not know if observers on land saw Orion stooging around with the dummy mines but some report caused a 
RAAF Hudson to find and circle the ship at 8.14am on the 3rd  130km  south of  land - details on the next page.



So something of  a hornets nest of RAAF Hudson's was raised but the Orion had luck on her side.



These extracts continue with Orion probing possibilities to the west - and eventually returning east to the south of 
Australia - crossing the Tasman again.

West of Fremantle turned out barren for the Orion and hey there were those pesky Hudsons.



Well yes we would not want Ships 36 and 33 to risk opening fire on one another. (top sentence above)

Leaving the lucky Orion for now with this last screen snap which indicates Adelaide shipping was fortunate to be  
spared.

End for now 20Apr2018


